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A
ABSTRACT

IInteractive visu
ualizations add rich, data-b
based context to
oonline news articles. Geographic maps are currently th
he
m
most prevalent form of thesee visualizationss. Unfortunatelly,
ddesigners capaable of produccing high-quallity, customized
ggeovisualizations are scarcee. We presentt NewsViews, a
nnovel automateed news visuaalization system
m that generattes
innteractive, ann
notated maps without
w
requirring profession
nal
ddesigners. New
wsViews’ map
ps support tren
nd identificatio
on
aand data compaarisons relevan
nt to a given news
n
article. Th
he
N
NewsViews sy
ystem leveragees text mining to identify key
cconcepts and lo
ocations discusssed in articless (as well as pop
tential annotations), an exten
nsive repository
y of “found” dad
graphy to iden
ntitaabases, and tecchniques adaptted from cartog
ffy and create visually
v
“intereesting” themattic maps. In th
his
w
work, we deveelop and evalu
uate key criterria in automatiic,
aannotated, map
p generation an
nd experimenttally validate th
he
kkey features fo
or successful representations
r
(e.g., relevan
nce
too context, variiable selection,, “interestingneess” of represeentaation and anno
otation quality).
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the reaading experiencce. Of particulaar interest are the sophisticatedd data visualizaations used to ppresent relevannt data and
summaarize additionaal context for tthese articles. B
By providing staatic and interacttive data “view
ws,” visualizatiions offer a
more ttangible depicttion of trends explicitly meentioned or
indirecctly implied inn an article. F
For example, a thematic
map suupplementing aan article abouut geographic vvariation of
econom
mic mobility inn the United S
States might shhow the geographhic trends at a level of detail that is difficullt to obtain
only thhrough text (Fiigure. 1). A neews reader cann query the
map baased on the artiicle content annd data, comparring values
for refferenced locatiions with partticularly high or low income m
mobility, or m
making personaally-relevant quueries concerningg income mobiility in her hom
metown. Thesee visualizations aare often annotated [13, 25] tto guide the reaader to key
points and add contexxt for the storyy being told.
The annnotated visuaalizations that appear in new
ws contexts
are typpically the worrk of skilled deesigners and daata journalists. A
Among other ttasks, the desiigner must finnd relevant
data thhat enhances aand complemennts the article,, select appropriaate representattions and encoodings, maintaain various
design possibilities aand select usefful and appropriate annotationss. Each decisioon in this pipelline has an effeect on sub-
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Figure 1: Thematic m
map by the New
w York Times describing
phical differencces in the likelih
hood of movingg up an ingeograp
come brracket [19].
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sequent steps and frequently requires time-consuming iteration. As such, resource limitations and process complexity
constrain the creation processes of professionals, making it
challenging to provide visualizations for the large collections of articles available on news websites today.
Automation has been employed in news visualizations, yet
these few solutions tend to be specific to small subsets of
news articles. For example, applications generate annotated
stock time series [12] or graphics to accompany articles that
follow a strict narrative template [22].
We explore how a complex visualization pipeline, or sequence of decisions and algorithms for solving them, can be
automated to scale the creation of popular types of news
geovisualizations. Our work contributes to automated news
visualization research by identifying key criteria for a news
map generation pipeline. We describe the NewsViews system, which implements this pipeline to automatically generate visualizations to accompany news articles using geographic information from multiple sources. Criteria include
pairing relevant data variables to article text, finding locations of interest, choosing relevant annotations, setting the
map extent, and modeling maps’ visual interestingness.
We secondly contribute a demonstration of how these criteria can be operationalized, employing text mining and extraction techniques as well as visual-spatial pattern analysis
to realize the NewsViews pipeline. NewsViews identifies
relevant features of the article (topics, locations, etc.) automatically, and uses these features to select from hundreds of
data variables and ~670,000 spatiotemporal “cases” (i.e.,
database cells). Multiple possible “views” (each representing a set of salient columns from a multi-topic table database) are generated and visualized. A novel ranking technique selects the visualization to maximize the relevance of
selected data and annotations to the article and leverage
statistical features to align with users’ perceptions of map
“interestingness.” Our final contribution is an evaluation of
users’ reactions to our operationalized criteria. We evaluate
our criteria as operationalized both independently and in
combination, including a novel perceptual evaluation of
Moran’s I as a measure of visual “interestingness.”
RELATED WORK
Narrative Visualization

Research around narrative visualizations—visualizations
that guide users’ interpretations using forms of visual, textual and procedural rhetoric [13, 25]—informs the design of
NewsViews. Many exemplary artifacts motivating scholarly
discussion come from news settings, where interactive visualizations presented with text articles help explain news
[5]. Text annotations play an important role in guiding users’ interactions and interpretations [25, 13]. Annotations
are used in two primary ways: to emphasize data-based
observations (“observational” use), such as a maximum
value in a series, or, as applied in NewsViews, to add information that is not otherwise presented (“additive”) [12].

Typically, the annotated narrative visualizations that appear
in online news contexts are the work of designers with expertise in graphics, statistics, and journalism. The time
these experts spend creating graphics also makes it difficult
to scale their process to the massive amounts of new and
archived news content, motivating automated solutions.
Automatic Visualization Generation and Annotation

Various recent projects contribute methods for automatically generating or supplementing visualizations, such as by
depicting a chain of news stories connecting two articles
[27], or summarizing relations between scientific papers
using metro-style maps [26]. Google News Timeline and
Google Finance present automatically-generated visual
summaries of articles, though typically using relatively
simple chronological parameters. Narrative Science
(http://narrativescience.com) produces narrative style reports and graphics to walk end-users through datasets of
interest. Visualization researchers have contributed methods
for adding annotations to existing visualizations, including
graphical and textual annotations to emphasize trends, maximum points, or means, among others [16], and text annotations on interesting trends in point data (e.g., [15]).
Our earlier system, Contextifier [12], produces narrative
visualizations for online business news. Textual features of
a news article about a company are used to generate a customized line graph of that company’s stock. Additive annotations drawn from other articles provide information relevant to the company and context, yet external to the original
article or data. These annotations are selected and placed
using a combination of topical relevancy features, features
suggesting important (historical) company events, and saliency features computed on the data series. Most notably,
whereas Contextifier focused on one data type and one specific instantiation (i.e., a stock time series) NewsViews is
designed to work with articles from arbitrary domains, selecting appropriate data of various types (i.e., georeferenced
data, time series) and between possible visualizations. Like
Contextifier, NewsViews generates annotation content from
a news corpus but can also support observational annotation
of extreme values (e.g., min/max).
Wu et al. [21] proposed the semi-automated MuckRaker
system for connecting news readers to a database of relevant context using a visualization interface. Unlike
NewsViews, MuckRaker leverages the crowd to improve
automatic presentation features, yet still calls for explicit
input from the user. Other work focuses on the generation
and searching of very large tables of structured data, but
does not concern visualization [4].
Geovisualization and News

Maps often appear with news articles to improve readers’
understanding of a story’s geographic context, to make geographic trends personally relatable, or simply to attract
readers’ attention [5, 9, 31]. A survey identifies maps as the
most prevalent visual format used in a recent sample of
narrative news contexts [12]. Presenting maps with articles
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Figure 2: The
T NewsView interface, depiccting an input article
a
and custoom annotated th
hematic data. A
An example of a reference map
p is shown to th
he lower left.

inncreases a new
ws reader’s geeography know
wledge via duaalccoded learning [9]. NewsVieews automaticaally scales theese
bbenefits to large numbers of articles.
a

exampple, an article abbout a marathoon in Nixa, Missouri may
map of Missourri that places N
Nixa in the
yield a zoomed in m
contexxt of better-knoown nearby citiies.

T
The cartograph
hy literature div
vides maps into two broad caateegories: refereence/locator maps
m
and them
matic maps [29
9].
B
Both forms freq
quently appearr in news geoviisualizations [5
5].
R
Reference maps are dedicated
d to the commu
unication of sp
peccific locations such as boun
ndaries or po
oints of interest.
T
Thematic mapss are used to “eemphasize the spatial
s
pattern of
oone or more geographic variiables” [29]. NewsViews
N
su
uppports both typees of maps and
d intelligently chooses the apa
ppropriate type given
g
a news sttory.

The m
map supports annalysis in seveeral ways: (1) details-ondemannd [28] allow tthe user to com
mpare the speccific levels
of locaations mentionned in the articcle, providing hher a more
detaileed perspective than can typiccally be gainedd from the
article alone, (2) shee can infer the broader spatiaal distribution off educational aattainment by examining levvels across
the enttire U.S., and (3) she can zoom to speciffic areas of
personnal interest, likee her hometow
wn or current reesidence.

S
SYSTEM OVER
RVIEW

W
We briefly desscribe the user experience an
nd high level ara
cchitecture below
w.
U
User Experience

A news reader interacts with NewsViews
N
ass she reads a teext
aarticle as part of her normal interaction wiith a news weebssite. If the articcle mentions on
ne or more locaations, a custom
mizzed NewsView
ws visualizatio
on is presented
d to supplemeent
hher reading alo
ongside the article. If the artiicle topic is beest
ccontextualized with data, succh as in the caase of an articcle
aabout the resullts of a nationw
wide evaluation of education
nal
pperformance, th
he presented map
m is a custo
omized themattic
cchoropleth map
p, showing ed
ducation attain
nment by coun
nty
((see Figure 2). In this view, the thematic map depicts th
he
eeducation attaiinment of resiidents by cou
unty by colorin
ng
aareas in proportion to the measured
m
levell of the variab
ble
dduring the timee frame implieed by the articcle text. In oth
her
ccases, the articlle may not imp
ply relevant daata (i.e., themattic
laayer), but may
y still mention locations thatt are likely to be
b
uunfamiliar to th
he user. In thiss case, the pressented visualizzatiion is a “referrence map” which
w
the user can leverage to
uunderstand the spatial contex
xt of mentioneed locations. For
F

For new
ws readers to ffully understannd an issue ofteen calls for
more ttextual contexxt than is available in a singgle article.
Custom
mized annotatioons can providde this additionnal context.
For exxample, the useer may have llittle prior knoowledge on
educati
tional trends inn general or thee specific tests mentioned
in the article. Or, shee may be curioous for more innformation
me regions or states have m
much lower
describbing why som
scores.. Annotations affixed to mapp locations proovide additional iinformation suuch as locationn-specific explaanations of
data, oor details on pparticular testss used. The tiitles of the
articless referred to inn annotations ccan be used to nnavigate to
read thhese articles inn full, and to vview a new maap customized too that article innstead. Thus, thhe reader can nnavigate to
relatedd articles via thhe graphical innterface as an alternative
to usinng text-based liists or search feeatures.
Other ffeatures. Obseervational annootations that sim
mply point
to extrreme values arre also commoon in narrativee visualizations inn the news [122]. NewsViewss presents the rreader with
annotaations of extrem
me values in caases for maps w
where several “ooutlier” locatioons display unncommonly hiigh or low
values (see Fig. 4, bbottom). We ddiscuss extensiions of the
m to create furthher visualizatioons below.
system
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NewsV
Views: Visualizaation Pipeline

1
2
3
4
5
6
Figu
ure 3: The NewsViews system architecture.

W
What are the topic, locations, and
d
im
mplied comparison
ns?
W
What table views (data graphics or
reeference maps) match extracted
d
qu
uery?
W
What mark types (g
graphical formats)
arre compatible witth each of the M
views?
W
What is the optimal retinal variablee
asssignment given tthe data in each of
M views?
W
What annotations add context to
o
th
he topic and visualizations?
W
Which annotated vvisualization maxim
mized relevance and visual interestin
ngness?

Table 1: N
NewsViews visu
ualization pipeliine.

T
The NewsView
ws Corpus

N
NewsViews’ ab
bility to produ
uce high qualitty visualizations
ffor news is driv
ven by several large databasees of textual an
nd
taabular informaation, which firrst describe herre.
N
News Corpus

T
The news corp
pus we use con
nsists of a set of ~1.9 millio
on
nnews articles frrom the New York
Y
Times raanging from Ju
uly
11994 to Decem
mber 2006, cov
vering all sectio
ons of the new
wsppaper [24]. Sin
nce we focus on
o location-relaated context, we
w
ffirst matched articles
a
againstt a complete list of U.S. cou
untiies, states, citiies, and region
n names. This left ~1.5M arrticcles that menttioned at leastt one U.S. loccation. We su
ubssampled ~1M of
o these for the NewsViews corpus.
c
T
Table Database
e and Table Crrawler

T
The table datab
base is a colleection of temp
porally and geeorreferenced variiables, such ass state and cou
unty-level unem
mpployment, diseease statistics,, or statistics describing th
he
pprevalence of different indu
ustries. Our system
s
supporrts
““found” tables (e.g., Excel fiiles); however, these are often
nnoisy and unco
ontrolled. For evaluation pu
urposes we used
tw
wo primary so
ources of data: the United Sttates Census an
nd
F
Freebase. We extracted
e
tables from Freebase by “pivoting”
thhis database. The
T Freebase structure
s
inclu
udes a high lev
vel
eentity as the maain page (e.g., San Francisco
o, CA) with RD
DF
trriplets that ind
dicate a relation
nship to the higher-level entiity
((e.g., “pollution
n in”) and vaalue (the numb
ber, units, and
d a
m
measurement date).
d
We extraacted these trip
plets for each US
U
loocation and geenerated one taable for each variable (contaiininng all locations for which wee had a measure).
W
We manually augmented
a
thiss collection with
w recent tablles
ffrom the Statisstical Abstract of the United
d States (SAU
US)
[32] and the Bureau
B
of Labo
or Statistics. Because
B
keys for
f
ge across dataa sources (e.g.., San Francisco
loocations chang
ccan be referencced using a nam
me in one tablee, a FIPS code in
aanother, and a GeoName id in
i a third), we built a mappin
ng
bbetween these IDs by comb
bining the Freeebase, Wikip
peddia/DBPedia, and
a the GeoNam
mes dataset.
F
From these dattasets we seleccted 155 “high
h quality” tablles
vvetted by one author
a
of this paper (with ex
xpertise in geo
og-

raphy aand cartographhy). This also aallowed us to iddentify and
fix varriables that werre best expresssed as normalizzed quantities (ee.g., percent uunemployment rather than rraw unemploymeent counts). W
We ensured thhat variable naames were
“cleaneed” as these arre used by our algorithms (e..g., unemp.
would be transform
med to unempployment). Thee resulting
mployment,
tables spanned topiics including education, em
incomee, population,, transportatioon, agriculturee, climate,
manufa
facturing, diseaases and healthh, wealth distribbution, and
sciencee and technology.
The Ne
ewsViews Pip
peline

The N
NewsViews piipeline negotiiates six mainn decision
points (see Fig. 3, T
Table 1) that leverage the ccorpus and
table ddatabase. We foocus our discussion of the pippeline here
on the challenges in creating them
matic maps to aaccompany
articless that contain toponyms, or place names, as well as
geograaphically anchoored entities (ee.g., Harvard U
University).
We noote that dependdencies on location and variiable selection im
mpact “downsstream” decisiions such as annotation
relevannce and visuaal interestingneess. We descrribe below
how annd why NewsV
Views prioritizees these decisioons.
1. Que
ery Extraction

The quuery extractor identifies impportant attributtes that are
subseqquently used tto infer relatedd variables (ee.g., unemploymeent by county)) and entities ((e.g., locationss). We follow ann approach bassed on the “invverted pyramidd” of journalism
m, which statess that the firstt several senteences of a
news aarticle often coontain the mainn point of the aarticle ([7],
appliedd in [12]). Nouun phrases from
m the first threee sentences
are exttracted as seedss for topic idenntification.
To iden
entify locationss mentioned inn an article, thee query extractorr extracts U.S. state names, ccounty names, city names
mes. We empploy the Wikiffier system
and orrganization nam
[18], w
which identifiees all entities inn text with linnks to their
Wikipeedia page. This is beneficial because most Wikipedia
pages for entities wiith geographic coordinates reecord these
in the page. The quuery extractor thus “anchorss” detected
entitiess to a geographhic footprint.
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Wikifier outputs multiple possible links for ambiguous entities. To boost the accuracy of NewsView’s location tagging
accuracy for these cases, we combine Wikifier’s output
with that of OpenCalais [23] (a second named entity detector). OpenCalais is used to filter entities tagged as locations
by Wikifier but persons by OpenCalais.
2. View Generation (Column and Row Selection)

Key to a successful visualization is the choice of an appropriate data variable. The view generator takes the information outputted by the query extractor (consisting of ‘topical’ noun phrases, identified locations, plus the article time
stamp) and applies further analyses to generate “data
views” (representing a selection of columns and rows) on a
large table database. The NewsViews database consists of
columns that reflect a particular piece of data (e.g., unemployment, education, etc.). Rows are keyed by location for
US states and counties (with counties as a default). If there
are multiple samples of a variable from different periods
(e.g., unemployment from 2009, 2010, 2011, etc.) a different column is assigned to each. Retaining historical values
is useful as it allows us to generate other visualization types
(e.g., a time series for a given location) but also allows us to
default to data from the time the article was written—a
2005 article on unemployment plot data from 2013.
A set (of size M) relevant views identified by the view generation step is then be passed to the visualization generator.
The specific mechanisms for using the query information to
select from all possible variables are detailed below.
3, 4, and 5. Visualization Generation

The visualization generator takes the filtered set of M views
identified by the view generator and uses visualization best
practices to generate a set of N annotated visualizations
with D3. A mark generator (3) first assigns the best visualization mark type (e.g. point, line, polygon). In the default
NewsViews implementation, these are polygons depicted
using a Mercator projection. However, the pipeline is extensible to other mark types such as lines, bars, or small
multiples, discussed further below. A retinal variable assignor (4) maps the selected data to a retinal variable (e.g.,
sequential color scheme with optimal binning; see Thematic
Map Generation for details). The retinal variable assignor
also identifies the default geographic extent (zoom level).
An annotation engine (5) selects the descriptive annotations
for (explicitly mentioned) map points from our news corpus. The generator may produce more than M visualizations
(i.e., N ≥ M) to allow for cases where more than one visualization of a table view is possible (e.g., when the annotation
content differs between two maps, different bins are used,
or different zoom levels are proposed).
6. Visualization Ranking

The visualization ranker ranks the N visualizations produced by the visualization generator. Three criteria are
used: the quality of the variable selection as captured by
pointwise mutual information (PMI) between article text
and variable labels, the annotation relevancy as captured by

cosine similarity, and the visual interestingness as captured
by Moran’s I. Our ranking (detailed below) prioritizes variable match to article (via PMI), followed by visual interestingness. Our evaluation of annotation relevance and visual
interestingness (Fig. 7) supports this ordering.
ALGORITHMS FOR FINDING THE RIGHT MAP

Below, we detail the specific algorithms used to model each
step in the NewsViews pipeline for map generation (Fig. 3).
Identifying the Best Variable for a Thematic Map

A critical decision in the map creation pipeline concerns the
data to be depicted with an article. The noun phrases from
the first three sentences of an article (e.g., “job hunters” or
“undergraduate degree”) rarely map directly to the name of
variable likely to be most suitable (e.g., “percent with bachelors”). We devise an algorithm to negotiate this decision
using a measure of mutual information.
We rank the 155 variables (i.e., column descriptors) by their
relevancy, calculating the co-occurrence score between the
noun phrase and variable name weighted by Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [2]. PMI measures how often related two terms are by comparing how often both terms appear
together in an article together versus independently. The
more articles that mention both phrases simultaneously (i.e.,
the variable name and the extracted noun phrase), the higher the PMI. In practice, we convert the original variable
description into a sub-phrase set and determine the mean
PMI between these and the article-derived noun phrases.
Isolating descriptive variable names: Each variable is represented as a descriptive phrase, e.g. “fast-food-restaurantsby-county,” which may be too specific to match any given
article. To improve recall we automatically identify the
noun phrases from the original variable string, e.g. ‘fast
food restaurants’, ‘fast food’, ‘food’, ‘restaurant’ and ‘county’. For each phrase, we count the matching documents in
our corpus (as a fraction of corpus size). We discarded
terms with relatively high frequencies (>0.05) such as
‘county’ (0.057), and those with relatively low frequencies
(<0.0001) such as ‘educational attainment’ (0.00009). We
retained those with moderate score: ‘fast food restaurant’
(0.00052) in the variable ‘fast-food-restaurants-by-county’,
and ‘bachelor’s degree’ (0.00054) in the variable ‘educational-attainment-25-years-and-over-bachelor's-degree-orhigher.’ The filtered set of noun phrases is retained (we
refer to this set as Variable Phrases, or VarP).
Capture Potential Topic From Articles: For a given article,
all the noun phrases from the first three sentences are extracted from the query extractor. We remove phrases that
have low tf-idf scores (<0.001), as these are less likely to
carry important information about the article topic
(weighting is calculated based on global frequency of the
phrases in the news corpus collection). We refer to the remaining noun phrases as “NP terms.”
Calculate PMI: We can then calculate the PMI between
each NP term and VarP term and aggregate these as the
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mean PMI for all pairings. For efficiency, all articles in our
dataset are indexed in a Lucene database. For each pair, we
issue 3 queries, one for NP, one for VarP, and one for both
VarP and NP simultaneously (the number of matching articles are retained as NPcount, VarP count, and NP_VarPcount
respectively). From this, we calculate PMI as follows:
(
=

,

(

)=
_
⁄ )×(

(

,
) (

(

)
)

⁄
⁄ )

The mean PMI is calculated by determining the PMI for
each phrase pairing (i.e., one item from NP and one from
VarP) and normalizing by the number of such pairings (i.e.,
NPcount * VarPcount. Variables are ranked by their mean PMI
relative to the extracted noun phrases. The intuition here is
that the higher a variable’s PMI value is relative to the article text, the more relevant the variable to that content.
Thresholding to Focus Variable Relevance: Given our expectations that the match between article content and a relevant data set will most drive map usefulness, we threshold
the PMI-ranked list. This involves finding the threshold
based on where PMI values decrease sharply in the ranked
list and then filtering to the high PMI articles.
Reference Map Default: NewsViews supports reference as
well as thematic maps. A heuristic is used to create reference maps if no PMI score for any variable surpasses a
threshold (set to 2.5 after qualitative experimentation). If
the threshold is not met, a reference map is created. The
map is zoomed to the locations mentioned in the article,
annotated with simple place-markers (Fig. 2, lower left).
Generating Thematic Maps

Having selected a set of georeferenced data from the table
database, a retinal variable assignor determines the optimal
mappings of a retinal variables (e.g., color, size, etc.) to
visualize the data on a map. In the current implementation,
we classify the data into 7 stepwise classes with the Jenks
natural breaks classification method [14], an iterative data
classification method to determine the best binning of values given the observed distances between sets of values.
Following Brewer’s color guidelines for mapping and visualization [3], NewsViews selects sequential schemes for the
Jenk’s derived classes in which lightness steps dominate,
using light colors to depict low data values and dark colors
for higher values. Future work might incorporate alternative
schemes (e.g., gradients or semantically-driven colors [20]).
Identifying Related Locations and Geographic Extent

Primary Location Identification: Defining an appropriate
map extent (or default zoom region) allows users to focus
on the critical area that is relevant to the article. We first
identify the “primary location” that represents the main
location of interest for that article by extracting “seed locations” from the title and the first three sentences. The occurrence of each seed location within the article is counted.

Seed locations are ranked based on occurrence, and the
most often mentioned seed is assumed as primary.
Identifying Related Locations: We then detected the relationship between the primary and other locations (li, the ith
location in the set of other locations mentioned in the
article text). Three distance measures are calculated and
combined. A spatial distance captures the Euclidean (coordinate) distance between location li and the primary location. A hierarchy distance captures the distance between the
two locations on the geo-hierarchy tree, prioritizing local
extent. This allows us to capture the idea of “sibling” relationships (two counties in Virginia), enclosure relationships
(Michigan  Washtenaw County  Ann Arbor), and other
longer range relationships (e.g., Ann Arbor, MI and Alexandria County, VA). Different weights can be assigned to
different “hops,” (e.g., state to county versus county to city)
though we use an equal weight. Finally, a weighted location
co-occurrence distance corresponds to the number of times
the two locations are mentioned together in the same corpus. We use the PMI(li,lmain) function, as described above,
to calculate this weight.
The three measures are combined in a final location similarity score for each location and the primary location
sim(li,lprimary) by dividing the weighted location cooccurrence difference (which reflects a strong relationship
between the two locations), by the sum of the spatial and
semantic distances (where larger numbers indicate dissimilarity). Other implementations of these three forms of location similarity are possible. We stress the importance of the
gross relationships between them over specific operationalizations and combination functions.
Filtering Locations and Setting Extent: We experimented
with different thresholds for filtering the location set. Specifically, we kept the locations that had high scores
(sim(li,lprimary) ≥ 0.1), and discarded those with low scores
(sim(li,lprimary) < 0.1). We set the map extent to the area that
exactly contains all the high scoring locations (as well as
the primary location).
Selecting and Placing Text Annotations

NewsViews supplements each generated thematic map with
additive annotations—textual descriptions that provide related information (context) about the map, data, and input
article topic where the source of that information is not the
data or input article itself [12]. That is, we find text in other
articles that are related to locations and data on the map.
For example, NewsViews considers the related locations
(calculated above) for which we have articles that focus on
the location and variable of interest. Thus, if the context
article is about unemployment in Springfield, MA,
NewsViews will identify Westfield, MA (a nearby town
that often co-occurs in articles about Springfield) and Providence, RI (a similarly sized New England town that also
co-occurs in Springfield-related articles). NewsViews will
then isolate news articles about these locations (Westfield
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aand Providencee) that focus on unemploym
ment (preferrin
ng
thhose that also mention
m
Spring
gfield). From this
t set of related
aarticles, conten
nt will be extraccted as annotattion material.
F
Finding Locatiion-Topic Articcle Matches: For
F each related
loocation we qu
uery the corpus for articles that
t
mention th
he
loocation and the
t topic word
ds (recall, thee “VarP” term
m).
T
These articles are
a sorted based on their cosine similarity (o
on
thhe bag-of-worrds article repreesentation) witth the input arrticcle, and the article
a
with th
he highest sim
milarity selecteed.
T
These search steps
s
ensure th
he related artiicles are in faact
rrelated to the vaariable of interrest and the con
ntext.
D
Descriptive Sentence Selection: Once the best article has
h
bbeen identified
d for a location
n, a descriptivee sentence is ses
lected from thee article text by
b extracting all
a sentences th
hat
m
mention the location and ran
nking the senteences by topiccal
rrelevancy. To do
d so, we iden
ntify the noun-phrase terms in
thhe possible seentence and caalculate their mean
m
PMI given
thhe VarP term. The sentence with the higheest mean PMI is
uused as annotaation content. This further enforces topiicsspecificity by not
n only selectiing articles rellated to the top
pic
aand location bu
ut finding the best
b sentence frrom that articlee.
A
Annotation Pla
acement: Many
y possible algo
orithms exist for
f
pplacing map an
nnotations with
hout overlap. We
W devise a sim
mpple custom placement algoritthm to match annotation
a
reaalizzations (includiing the parameeters of the tex
xt box) to availlabble screen space.
A
Annotations neeed not be driv
ven by content extracted fro
om
oother articles. For
F thematic maps
m
with a sm
mall number (<
<2)
oof relevant ann
notations, New
wsViews also creates
c
observvational annotatio
ons, such as po
ointers to the highest
h
and low
weest points with corresponding
g values (Fig. 4,
4 left).
V
Visual Interesttingness (Salie
ency) Analysis

O
One of the ben
nefits of themaatic cartography
y is its ability to
ccommunicate regional
r
pattern
ns better than other visualizzatiion approachees [29]. We hy
ypothesized th
hat a metric th
hat
ccaptures the ex
xtent to which a spatial distrribution exhibiits
rregionalization would serve as
a a good prox
xy of that map
p’s
innterestingness.. Measures of spatial autocorrrelation accom
mFigu
ure 4: Observational annotation
a
pointing
to extreme
e
value (lleft),
and
d line graph gen
nerated
d for an article implyiing temporal co
omparrisons (below).

plish tthis. Broadly sspeaking, spatiial autocorrelaation refers
to the extent to whiich two spatiall features (e.gg. counties)
nearbyy each other arre more similaar than those thhat are farther appart. We compuute a measure of spatial autoocorrelation
called Moran’s I forr each of our 1155 variables. Given that
little iss known aboutt the relationshhip a given spatial variable’s pproperties and the “interestinngness” of a m
map of that
distribuution [10], wee evaluate how
w Moran’s I aaffects user
percepptions in Evaluaation, below.
Final M
Map Selection
n

map that is
The finnal map selectiion process seeeks to find the m
most liikely to displaay highly relevvant and visually interesting daata with topicaally appropriatte annotations to explain
locatioons on the mapp. We thresholld possible vissualizations
to incllude only highh PMI scoringg variables (e.gg.., top 3).
The m
map ranker com
mputes Moran’’s I to predict the visual
interesstingness of eaach high PMI m
map, retaining this score.
mean annoWe theen sort the posssible visualizaations by the m
tation relevancy of tthe visualization’s annotatioon set. The
ranker selects as thee final visualizzation that higgh variable
mizes visual iinterestingrelevannce visualizatiion that maxim
ness, w
while staying abbove a threshoold annotation rrelevance.
EVALU
UATION

We exppect at least foour aspects of thhe algorithm too affect the
perceivved quality off NewsViews’ maps: (1) preecision and
recall of article locaation tagging, (2) ranking aand assignment oof data variablees, (3) selectioon of annotatioon content ,
and (4)) prioritizationn of visually intteresting maps..
The ffirst two facctors play a fundamentall role in
NewsV
Views’ map seelection proceess as they com
mprise the
view ggenerator. We eevaluate two qquestions in sepparate Amazon’s Mechanical T
Turk studies witth human raterrs:
1) Do extracted locations alignn with human raters’ asmportant locattions in articless?
sessments of im
2) Do the rankinngs produced in data assignnment (column selectionn) align with thhe relative ratiings of human raters evaaluating the datta to article maatch?
To invvestigate wheth
ther user perceeptions’ of maap quality,
interesstingness, and rrelevance alignn with NewsViiews methods forr selecting annnotations and innteresting maps, we use a
more ““holistic” evaluuation. In our sstudy, participants evaluate annnotation contennt, visual interrestingness, andd the overall quaality of maps, w
which we geneerate using thee combined
NewsV
Views algorithm
ms or a variannt of the system
m in which
a givenn feature type is not includeed. This allowss for possible intterdependence between the aannotation releevancy and
visual interestingnesss as contributoors to the perceeived qualiNewsViews maaps (e.g., a ratting of whetheer a map is
ty of N
visuallly interesting m
might be uninttentionally infl
fluenced by
a user’ s annotation raating).
Locati on Tagging E valuation

We evvaluate the preecision and reccall of NewsV
Views location taggging as impleemented in the query extractoor.
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F
Figure 5: Accurracy of variablee assignments to
t article for fiirst
ten variables ra
anked by PMII, aggregated across
a
66 articlles.
E
Error bars displlay standard deeviation.

Figuree 6: Loess curve applied to meean relevance b
by PMI rank
for all variables, aggrregated across 666 articles.

T
Task and Mate
erials

W
We randomly selected
s
47 artiicles from the corpus and used
thhe query extraactor to tag releevant locationss in each. One to
ten locations were
w
identified
d in each articcle. Four of th
he
aauthors used assessed
a
the precision and recall of each
taagged location
n set (each artiicle-location seets evaluated by
b
aat least 2 coderrs). Coders read
d the article, id
dentified correcctlyy extracted lo
ocations, and added
a
up to 10 locations th
hat
w
were mentioned
d in the article but not extractted.
R
Results

P
Precision (the percentage off system-taggeed locations th
hat
thhe raters confiirmed as accurrate) was 92.7%
% ( =14.2) ov
ver
thhe set of 47 articles.
a
Recall (the percentaage of locations
thhat raters belieeved were of in
nterest to the article
a
but whicch
w
were not capturred by tagging)) was 42.6% ( =23.9).

for eacch variable forr which her raating matched that of the
majoritty of other worrkers for that aarticle and variaable.
Resultss

30 andd 41 unique woorkers took parrt in the two taasks, doing
betweeen 1 and 66 HIITs apiece ( =
=24) to providde a total of
6600 aand 5940 inddividual variabble ratings, reespectively.
Figure 5 depicts the aggregated acccuracy for thee relevance
of the variables in thhe top ten posiitions from thee first task.
ween accuResultss indicate a coonsistent negattive trend betw
racy annd rank by PM
MI.

V
Variable Assig
gnment Evalua
ation

We ussed the results of the secondd task’s Likertt relevancy
ratingss to examine hhow the perceivved relevance of a variable deccreases as the vvariables rank by PMI decreases for all
possiblle variables. A
As shown in F
Figure 6 perceeived relevance ddrops off at appproximately raank 30.

T
Task and Materrials

Annota
ations, Interes
stingness, and
d Quality Evalluation

W
We combined the 47 above articles with 19 more articlles
ffor which tagg
ged locations were
w
evaluated, and used th
he
vview generatorr to assign and rank data variiables (table co
oluumns) for each
h of the resultiing 66 articless. This created
da
liist of 155 rank
ked variables for each articlle for which th
he
P
PMI was know
w. A first group
p of Mechaniccal Turk workeers
rread the articlees in separate HITs,
H
each of which displayed
thhe article alon
ng with the to
op ten ranked variables usin
ng
P
PMI. For each article, workerrs indicate wheether they agreed
w
with the classiffication of the variable as reelevant to articcle
ccontent (yes/no
o question).
A second set of
o HITs based
d on the same 66 articles also
ddisplayed each with a list off variables. However, this tim
me
oonly six variab
bles were show
wn, and workerrs were asked to
rrate the relevaance of each variable
v
to thee article conteent
uusing a Likert--style radio button list from 0 (Not Relevaant
aat All) to 3 (H
Highly Relevan
nt). The presen
nted variable liist
inncluded a mix of PMI-based
d ranks. Specifiically, one variiabble was random
mly drawn from
m the first five slots in the sorrteed list, a second
d variable from
m the first ten slots,
s
a third an
nd
ffourth variable from between
n slot 11 and th
he list midpoin
nt,
aand a fifth and sixth variable from the lowerr half of the list.
IIn each case, U.S.
U workers with
w an approvaal rating of 95
5%
aand above weree eligible to co
omplete up to all
a 66 HITs forr a
bbase reward off $0.10. A worrker received a bonus of $0.0
02

Task a
and Materials

We ranndomly selecteed 10 articles for location annd variable
match evaluation. F
For each of thhese articles, w
we created
map visualizatiions for compparison. A “fulll solution”
three m
(FULL
L) applies annnotation relevancy and maap saliency
consid erations to maap creation. Possible variables are filtered tto the top three matched varriables by PMII to ensure
that thee maps presentt relevant data. We then select the variable ouut of these topp three for whiich visual interrestingness
is likelly to be prediccted to be highhest by using Moran’s I.
We coompute annotaations for eachh location by rranking all
candiddate articles m
matching a locaation and VarrP term by
cosine similarity andd using the topp article to creeate the annotatioon as describedd above.
Two ppartial solutionns are also creaated to examinne the relative coontributions off having annottation content and prioritizing visually intereesting maps. A “no cosine similarity”
OS) map is geenerated for eaach article whhere article
(NoCO
cosine similarity is nnot considered. Instead, a randdom article
is chossen from the uunranked list oof candidate aarticles and
used too create annotaation content. A “no saliencyy” solution
(NoSA
AL) also follow
ws the same prrocess as the F
FULL version, bbut with one eexception designed to allow
w us to test
very loow saliency m
maps. We held all aspects off the FULL
solutioon constant, inncluding the laabeling of the data variable, buut presented randomly-generated artificial data in
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As thee PMI for labeeled variables aand the annotaation count
varied between maps (min: 2, maxx: 7), we conffirmed that
these ffactors did not impact ratingss. We found nno evidence
of an aassociation bettween ratings aand annotationn count (all
Pearsoon correlation vvalues > -0.05 and < 0.12), noor between
PMI annd ratings (all Pearson correllation values > -0. 51 and
< 0.05 ). We expect tthe lack of corrrelation for PM
MI to have
mall range of higgh PMI variabbles that we
resulteed from the sm
PMI differencees.
includeed to avoid connfounds from P
DISCU
USSION
F
Figure 7: Mean Ratings by Fea
ature Types. Crossbars depict
standard deviatiion.

Limita
ations and Cha
allenges

pplace of the trrue values in the
t map but laabeling the daata
w
with the name of the actual data variable displayed in th
he
F
FULL version. The intention
n of this was to
o see how much
thhe spatial auttocorrelation th
hat Moran’s I detects affeccts
uusers appraisalss of how visuallly interesting a map is.
E
Each of 10 useers completed a rating task th
hat presented th
he
330 article-visuaalization pairs in random orrder. Users weere
m
made aware off the possibility
y that the map
p data was artificcial. The task asked
a
the user to
t read the artiicle and examin
ne
thhe map, answeering three questions:
1) Annotatiion Relevance: How relevant is the content of
the anno
otations to the article
a
topic and details?
2) Visual Saliency:
S
How visually
v
interessting is the map
p?
(Do the visual
v
patterns incite your cu
uriosity?)
3) Overall Rating: How useful is the map overall in
e
the con
ntent in the artiicle?
helping explain
R
Results

110 university graduate
g
studen
nts earned $15
5 for voluntariily
pparticipating viia an online intterface. Figure 5 depicts meaans
ffor each of the Annotation Relevance, Visu
ual Saliency, an
nd
O
Overall ratings by the featuree combination used. ANOVA
As
ffollowed by Tu
ukeyHSD testss indicated thaat the FULL an
nd
N
NoSAL visualiizations were each
e
rated as haaving more rellevvant annotation
ns than the NoCOS
N
visualizzations (FULLL =
33.6, NoSAL = 3.6, NoCOS = 2.6, F(2, 309) = 54, p < 0.00
01,
bboth padj = 0.00
00). Similarly, ratings of visual saliency (iinterestingness) were highest with the FUL
LL and NoCO
OS
vvisualizations and lowest with
w
the NoSA
AL visualizatio
on
((FULL = 4.2, COS
= 4.0, NoSSAL = 2.3; F(2, 309) = 149, p <
C
00.001, both addj = 0.000). Ov
verall ratings were
w
highest for
f
F
FULL maps (
FULL = 3.4, NoSAL
= 2.8, NoCOS
= 2.6, F((2,
N
N
3309) = 11, p < 0.001, both padj = 0.001). We
W conclude th
hat
bboth features (ccosine similariity and Moran’’s I) benefit maap
uusefulness.
T
The Pearson’s correlation beetween Moran’s I and saliency
rratings overall was fairly high
h (0.67, vs. -0.2
26 and 0.08 wiith
aannotation, oveerall ratings). Our randomizzed data metho
od
m
may have prod
duced visualizzations with lo
ower Moran’ss I
vvalues than mig
ght occur in reeal data with liittle spatial auttoccorrelation. Stiill, the correlattion between the
t measure an
nd
m
map interesting
gness is encourraging, as we know
k
of no priior
eevaluative work
k concerning Moran’s
M
I.

The N
NewsViews’ piipeline displayys various deppendencies
that diirectly impact the quality off the generatedd visualizaThe variables that have the highest PMI sscores with
tions. T
article text (relative to other posssible variables)) constrain
the finnal visualizationn that the systtem generates. Achieving
a databbase that is brroad, recent, annd accurate inn its data is
thus crritical. These pproperties can bbe strengtheneed in future
iteratioons via the auttomation of a table crawler (as in [4])
which could simpliffy updating thhe database w
with newly
publishhed data from
m reputable soources. Furtheer pipeline
improvvements couldd address chaallenges assocciated with
generaating maps for articles that pprovide expliciit statistics,
such aas by citing thee levels of a vvariable at diffferent locaWe experimennted with simple heuristics foor ensuring
tions. W
article--map data aliggnment such as by lookingg for exact
matchees with a variaable name withh surrounding sstatistics in
the texxt, and checkiing that these values aligned with the
generaated thematic m
map. There is room for morre sophisticated m
methods for ennsuring article--map alignmennt for these
“stats-hheavy” articless.
Pipelin
ne Generalizattion and Futurre Work

The N
NewsViews’ appproach assum
mes that the coontent of a
news aarticle implies a particular sset of data com
mparisons,
correspponding to a vview on a tablee comprised oof locations
and tim
mes (rows) annd variables (ccolumns). Our high level
criteriaa of variable--to-article sim
milarity (e.g., rrelevance),
databa se search, andd data assignm
ment methods shhould generalizee to other data ttypes. Our dem
monstration of using PMI
to captture variable tto article text relevance, andd our topic
extracttion techniquees should applly to other viisualization
types aas well. Otherr high level crriteria in the N
NewsViews
pipelinne, such as moodeling visual interestingnesss, may require aadapting the sppecific methodss used (see, e.gg., [12]).
Incorpoorating additioonal data extraaction algorithhms allows
the NeewsViews pipeeline to be exxtended to vissualizations
that adddress differennt implied com
mparisons, incluuding temporal, temporal-geoographic, and limited grouup-category
compaarisons. Figure 4, bottom, dissplays a line grraph generated ffor an articlee focused on temporal comparisons,
achiev ed using HeiddelTime [30] to produce a “temporal
score” capturing thee relative degrree to which aarticle text
focuse s on comparissons between an indicator aat different
times. A “location sscore” can likeewise be achieeved using
ws. For extechniqques currently implemented in NewsView
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ample, calculating the number of locations mentioned in
relation to the anticipated familiarity of those locations to
users (inferred from population data, for example). This
enables prioritizing map creation where locations are less
likely to be known, and where a map’s locational affordances are more useful.
CONCLUSION

We present an automated pipeline for generating relevant
geovisualizations given context articles. By mining a context article locations and topic, NewsViews can select from
a range of data views. We demonstrate that the system is
able to generate visualizations that are both “interesting”
and relevant. By automating visualization construction, our
system can be applied in resource constrained environments
that nonetheless have a huge corpus of articles.
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